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Extensive long range sidescan sonar coverage, obtained with the GLORIA system 
in the eastern Mediterranean eea, has been reinterpreted in the light of subsequent 
"ground truth'' data. Several types of high back-scattering patches are recognized. 

About 150 circular to sub-circular patches have been identified on the shallower 
and inner part of the Mediterranean Ridge accretionary complex. Some can occur in 
groups or in ridge parallel alignments, associated with deep-seated structures 
(KENYON et al., 1982). On the basis of core stratigraphy they have been interpreted 
as mud volcanoes and mud ridges. with surface or near surface mud breccia 
(CAMERLENGHI et al., 1992). It seems that mud volcanoes are not imaged by the 
6.5 kHz GLORIA system if there is a cover of more than about 2 m of pelagic 
sediments. Few high back-scattering patches are present in these external parts of the 
Calabrian and Cyprus arcs that have been surveyed. It is thus confirmed that mud 
diapirism is more common where the covering I'vlessinian salt is thinner; this occurs 
on the crest and inner part of the Mediterranean Ridge (CAMERLENGHI et al., in 
press). 

Larger, more elongated patches, up to 80 km long and usually associated with 
steep slopes, are found in the Hellenic Trough System; they are attributed to hard 
rock outcrops (HUCHON et al., 1982). Similar shaped patches, associated with 
lower relief, found near the eastern and western ends of the Mediterranean Ridge, are 
attributed to dissolved evaporites at the top of salt diapirs which leave a rough, karst 
like surface topography. Other elongate patches of high backscatter at the foot of the 
Nile Cone may be due to differences in grain size and/or to chemical crusts; they are 
on diapiric fold crests that are probably due to salt mobilisation (SMITH, 1976 ). A 
few small circular patches, found at the foot of scarps on the Nile Cone, are 
attributed to debris flow deposits. 

Fig. 1 ~ Distribution of high back~scattering patches within the GLORIA coverage. 
Inset: dots= Hellenic Trough, squares= Mediterranean Ridge, triangles= Nile Cone. 
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